
Here are some interesting articles I found that you 

may be interested in.   

They are written by other dog owners and 

professional and some of them are quite funny. 

 

Cockapoo Training: Preventing Dogs and Cats from Fighting 
 by: Richard Cussons  

 

A house with a dog and a cat is not an uncommon situation. In fact, many family considered 

dogs and cats as extension of their family. As such, these two different species should have 

been become friends considering their role in the human family. But instead of living 

together peacefully, these pets often end up fighting each other. A cockapoo-chasing-a-cat 

scenario wouldn't happen if only proper introduction and cockapoo training were provided.  

 

The moment you bring home your new cockapoo, do not force them to like each other 

immediately. Go slow and limit the exposure. It is better if the cat is in another room when 

the new dog (in a crate or with a leash) gets in. This aims to teach the dog that there are rules 

he must follow and cannot just do anything he wanted. Through the safety of the crate or 

leash, allow the cat to check or explore the newcomer. Praise the dog for being friendly 

around the cat, otherwise correct him by saying "no". You may also want to make the 

environment appear enjoyable when the cat comes in. This will eventually associate positive 

and pleasant feeling with the cat.  

 

When the dog is already used to having the cat around and is not barking every time the latter 

gets in the room, you can let him out of the crate. If the dog starts to show aggression, correct 

him at once before it turns into growling and hissing. Give the command "no" in a firm 

manner. Reward the dog for showing friendly behavior to the cat.  

 

Though introductions have been done successfully, you still need to take necessary measures 

to ensure that the peace and friendship between them will prevail. It is best to separate cats 

and dogs at mealtime. Dogs tend to protect everything he considered as his property, 

including his food. He could possibly attack the cat or toss down his meal immediately and 

could possibly develop digestive problems.  

 

To lessen the risk of them fighting, keep an eye to them as often as possible. If you won't be 

around to supervise, do not let them stay together in one room.  

 

To prevent hostility and rivalry between your cat and your cockapoo, make sure to provide 

proper introduction and cockapoo training.  

 

Proper introduction and cockapoo training are ways to prevent hostilities and rivalry between 

your cat and your cockapoo.  

 



About The Author  

Richard Cussons writes articles on various topics including cockapoo training advice. For 

more information about cockapoo training, check out cockapoosavvy.com.  

 

The author invites you to visit: 
http://www.cockapoosavvy.com/ 

 

 

House Training your Dog 

 by: Douglas Bailey  

 

House training your puppy (or grown dog) can be both frustrating and rewarding. The 

purpose of this article is to attempt to maximize the rewarding portion of the experience. 

There are several methods to accomplish this goal and I want to take a few minutes outlining 

the process and benefits of each.  

 

Litter Box Training  

 

Litter Box training your puppy is similar to litter training a kitten. Unfortunately, the kitten is 

much more “naturally” inclined towards this method. This method is not really practical for a 

grown dog or a large breed of puppy. Remember that you must have constant contact with 

your puppy to use this method of training. The litter box will replace the need to take the 

puppy outside, making it an ideal method to use if you have no yard.  

 

A puppy litter box needs to be large and you might want to line the floor underneath incase of 

an accident. Keep the box on a hard-floor surface, preferably vinyl or ceramic if possible.  

 

You can fill the box with cat litter and clean it the same way you would a cat litter box. Be 

sure to clean regularly as puppies typically generate a lot of waste.  

 

Puppies will usually return to a place they have used before, so keeping a little bit of urine in 

the box will increase the likelihood of its use.  

 

Paper Training  

 

Paper training is similar to litter box training, but leaves you with a new consideration. 

Somehow, you must teach the puppy to eventually go outside. The ideal way to accomplish 

this is to be sure to set the paper near the door. This way your puppy will become accustomed 

to going to the door when he needs to potty.  

 

With this method, you will need to take the puppy to the paper spot whenever you think it is 

time to potty. Be sure to praise your puppy when he uses the paper to potty. “Good Boy” and 

a pat on the head will reinforce your positive method.  



 

As the puppy learns to use the paper, move it closer and closer to the door. Eventually you 

will move the paper outside. Once your puppy learns to go to the door to use the paper 

outside, you can remove the paper and have him just use the yard.  

 

As with any potty training method, patience and positive reinforcement are important to teach 

your puppy in the shortest time possible.  

 

Older Dogs  

 

We’ve all heard the old adage “You can’t teach an old dog new tricks”. Of course this is 

simply not true. I have house trained many older dogs that were once outside dogs. My 

daughter is an avid animal lover and seems to regularly volunteer my household as a dog 

rescue, so we have had our share of experience in this problem.  

 

It’s important to initially determine your dogs frequency of need to go outside. Most dogs 

will need to relieve themselves soon after eating, so be sure to take them out within a few 

minutes of finishing a meal.  

 

An older do can be crate trained or command trained. If no one is with the dog for a good 

share of the day, the crate method is really the only option. Your dog will not soil the crate 

unless he absolutely cannot hold it. Please do everything possible to avoid putting him in this 

situation. Be sure he is taken out the crate regularly. He will soon learn the schedule and will 

not soil his crate.  

 

With the command method, speak the same command each time you take your do outside. I 

am a believer in single word commands. Say “Potty” each time you go in the yard and praise 

your dog when he goes. He will soon learn why he is outside. It is best not to play with your 

dog outside until he learns why he is out.  

 

If you dog has an accident, tell him no in a stern voice and take him immediately to the yard. 

Be sure to praise him each time he goes outside. He will soon learn where to go.  

 

Regardless of the type or age of your dog and regardless of the method you use, always 

remember these general rules:  

 

? All dogs learn best by positive reinforcement. Your dog WANTS to please you. Be sure to 

praise him when he does and he will learn quickly.  

 

? NEVER hit your pet. He will never forget being mistreated and will quickly become hand 

shy or mean. Hitting your pet will teach him nothing other than mistrust of all humans.  

 

? Your Pet will learn quickly with a routine of consistency and positive reinforcement.  

 

If you follow these general guidelines, your pet will learn quickly, and it will be a positive 

and rewarding experience for both of you.  

 

About The Author  



I am a published author of varied interests. I have many years of management, sales, and 

marketing experience as well as a passion for motorcycles, fishing, and most everything 

nature related.  

 

The author invites you to visit: 
http://www.jdbinfoshare.com 

 

 

How to Handle a Stray Dog 

 by: John Chilton  

 

If you live in lighter residential areas and suburb areas of your community, chances are you 

have probably seen someone's lost dog wandering around the neighborhood. You probably 

think about the family that the pet may belong to. Most of us want to be able to help get that 

dog back to its family, but may be hesitant to take responsibility of the situation. If you 

follow a few guidelines, handling these situations don't have to be overwhelming.  

 

First off, you should never approach a stray dog if you have any concerns about your safety 

getting involved in the situation. If you are uncomfortable approaching it, call animal control 

and have them handle it. Most of the time the first place people check after they are unable to 

find their dog by searching locally is animal control.  

 

If you are comfortable approaching the dog, once you've secured the animal, check to see if it 

has a number, or address, or GPS tracking device first. If no identifying items are found begin 

by asking around your neighborhood and immediate area. Most of the time, the dog probably 

lives within a few street of your residence.  

 

If you and your neighbors are unable to determine the pet's owner, and you do not wish to 

take the animal to a shelter, you can make some flyers and post them in the area. You can call 

your local animal control and give them your name, number, address and description of the 

dog so they can notify the owners to get in contact with you if they are contacted.  

 

Check around to see if the owner's placed flyers for it and check the lost dog section of your 

local news paper.  

 

If time goes by and the owner is not located, the only choices are to take the dog to your local 

animal shelter or keep and care for the animal as your own pet or until the owner is 

eventually found.  

 

More than likely someone is searching for their loved one. Reunited a pet, which sometimes 

is viewed as a family member by some is one of the greatest things you can do for someone. 

Hopefully if you run across a lost pet you can help it find its way home.  

 



About The Author  

John Chilton is co-founder of Platypus PC Inc.  

 

The author invites you to visit: 
http://www.platypuspc.com 

 

 

5 Essential Tips To Buying A Dog 

 by: Dan Fletcher  

 

If you are in the process of buying a new puppy, you will realize it is both a rewarding and 

exciting time in your life. You can easily find puppies for sale in pet stores, newspapers and 

of course on the internet. But how do you find out what puppy will suit you and your families 

needs? What points should you consider before getting your new dog? Below are 5 things to 

consider before purchasing a new puppy for you and your family.  

 

1) Does your home have adequate space? - If you want a larger dog, you will need to have a 

larger yard. If you have a small home, you will need to look at smaller dogs. All puppies look 

tiny when you go shopping, but bare in mind some puppies will grow to an enormous size. 

Do your research before looking at dogs so you know what breed will suit you. Be cautious 

of cross breeds as you may not know what size they will grow to.  

 

2) Can you exercise your dog frequently? - If you exercise regularly and have lots of time on 

your hands, you can consider a puppy with high energy levels. If you will be at work and not 

have much time for your dog, consider a breed with less energy.  

 

3) Short hair or long hair? - This is a point not many people consider, but a lot of long haired 

dogs naturally lose a lot of hair. This hair can get everywhere through your home especially 

into your carpet. Short hair breeds molt less hair and can be easier to groom and keep clean.  

 

4) Children or elderly? - Young children and the elderly can be easily knocked over by large 

dogs which have a lot of energy. If you have children or older people around, consider a dog 

with less energy and a small size dog which will be good with your family.  

 

5) Is your property secured? - Some breeds are renowned for escaping whilst others are just 

curious. Most dogs however need certain provisions to ensure they cannot escape. A 

minimum 6 foot fence is needed around your home to stop most dogs from escaping. You 

also need to be able to stop your dog digging under fences and gates as well. Some dog 

breeds however are notorious for being able to escape and if you have one of these breeds 

you may need to allow extra provisions around your property to keep them inside.  

 

Please consider these 5 points before you go shopping for a puppy. So many people go out 

and only look at these points once they have already bought their dog, but you should really 



examine these points before you even go looking at any puppies for sale.  

 

About The Author  

Dan Fletcher is the owner of PuppiesSale.org, featuring free puppies and puppy articles.  

 

The author invites you to visit: 
http://www.puppiessale.org 

 

 

 

Is the Portuguese Water Dog a Glamour Dog? 

 by: Richard Cussons  

 

Any critic in a dog show will definitely look into the dog's history when assessing the dog.  

 

Thus, show judges that spot a portuguese water dog remember that this is a working dog that 

started out in Portugal. They were bred to accomplish physically demanding work, and the 

ideal Portie got the job done with his skill, courage, and determination. With that, a judge 

therefore will get the surprise of his or her life to see a Portie all fixed up as some sort of 

“glamour” dog, much like a Poodle or some lap dog. Nevertheless, a real show Portie's coat 

has been allowed to lie naturally, sans the fluffing and puffing that some do their utmost to 

pull off on the breed.  

 

Many must be interested as to why the portuguese water dog is shaved at the rear. As we 

have hinted above, it is a matter of function. The long coat length at the front shielded the dog 

from low water temperatures whenever he went diving. Hard as it may seem (harsh, even), it 

was all in a day's work if the Portie was told to go under to look for some lost tackle, or some 

wayward part of the net, or to swim and bring a note to the next boat. The clipped 

hindquarters, on the other hand, allow the breed ease of movement to propel itself.  

 

This all amounts to a dog not in a lion trim (at least in a show!) sending the signal that he 

cannot accomplish efficiently the task he was meant for.  

 

Another thing that needs to be reduced when preparing a Portie is mistakes. One such mistake 

that can be made by a portuguese water dog owner is that the dog is over trimmed. Indeed, if 

we will really go by tradition, a "messy"-looking dog will fit in more than a "glamorous"-

looking dog.  

 

Furthermore, the dog needs to do away (inasmuch as they look cute) with the tufts of hair 

half-covering his eyes, since a long fringe would make this dog unable to find its way in the 

water.  



 

Portuguese fisherman practiced shaving their dogs once a year. This means that long coats 

that some dogs sport come across as unnatural, and not keeping with tradition.  

 

In sum however, the portuguese water dog needs to be neat, without tangles or knots, and 

much more free of hair spray, or any chemical substance for that matter.  

 

As always, we always need to keep going back to the main idea when assessing the dog: what 

was he bred to do? Sensible and fair-minded judges know how to keep on revisiting the 

fundamental question.  

 

About The Author  

Richard Cussons is happy to share his knowledge about the portuguese water dog. Achieve 

successful portuguese water dog training with these training tips brought to you by 

portuguesewaterdogsavvy.com.  

 

The author invites you to visit: 
http://www.portuguesewaterdogsavvy.com/ 

 

 

Doggy Java 

 by: Kristi Schroeder  

 

Dogs need to drink more water in this summer heat just as humans need to. There are 

products out there like bottled water with vitamins for dogs, but there is still a problem. Dogs 

regulate water intake themselves; they drink when they are thirsty, and you can not force a 

dog to drink water.  

 

AND NOW WE HAVE DOGGY JAVA @ http://www.puppypartyplace.com !!!  

 

Doggy Java is different because it is in a TREAT form with the vitamins, minerals, and anti-

oxidants with beef liver powder which contains protein (good for muscles) that induces your 

dog to drink water!!!  

 

Doggy Java is packaged in a coffee bag and looks like coffee when mixed with cold water, 

but it is in fact the first, veterinarian-approved, all natural, liquid vitamin drink treat for dogs. 

It works by inducing a dog’s desire to drink water and at the same time providing vitamins, 

minerals and antioxidants. Doggy Java can also be used to top dry dog food for the fussy 

eaters. Doggy Java also has Bonescotti, which can be used for dunking in the java! It is made 

of rolled oats, cane molasses, and peanut butter; all natural ingredients. It is double baked so 

its extra crispy to clean and massage the dogs teeth and gums.  

 



You cant go wrong with Doggy Java because it covers every angle for a healthy dog. Doggy 

Java also donates some of the procedes to the University of Colorado for cancer research for 

animals.  

 

Most people like to wake up in the morning and have their coffee or tea. That is the moment 

in their lives where they can relax and settle down in a busy work schedule that they have. 

This is why Starbucks took off so huge! Every time we sit down for our coffee or tea the dog 

is always at our feet or wanting our attention. So why not enjoy this moment with your loved 

one, your little fuzzy one that gives you unconditional love year round.  

 

Doggy Java makes a great gift too!! The combo pack comes with a 30 day supply of the 

vitamin mix, 1 bonescotti, and a giant coffee cup.  

 

Making a healthy treat was top priority for Doggy Java creator Mari Justin. “Most dog 

owners are unaware that many health problems associated with dogs are due to dehydration. 

Our bodies are mostly made of water and so are our dogs,” Justin said.  

 

Find all of your Doggy Java products at http://www.puppypartyplace.com  

 

Sign up for Rocket Dog's Barkday Club @ http://www.puppypartyplace.com and get birthday 

greetings and acess to special offers and promos!!  

 

About The Author  

My name is Kristi Schroeder. I am the owner of The Puppy Party Place. This is an online 

boutique specializing in dog birthday parties and dog birhtday party supplies. Here you can 

find all of your party needs for that special pups big day! Also check out the unique selection 

of toys, must have walking harnesses, Doggy Java, and other special surprises We offer the 

very best to spoil your puppy or dog. We specialize in high quality dog products that are 

stylish, colorful, chic, fun, and full of personality! Our boutique is now open! Be sure to sign 

up for "Rocket Dog's Barkday Club" to receive a fun birthday wish from Rocket Dog and 

other special offers.  

 

The author invites you to visit: 
http://www.puppypartyplace.com 

 

 

Cushing's Disease In Dogs 

 by: Alex de la Cruz  

 

Dog diseases are fairly easy to detect because of the symptoms they display. For every 

disease corresponds many symptoms, often being confused as another ailment until it has 

been properly diagnosed. As your pet ages, every pet owners expect changes to take place, 



such as become less active during physical activities, or having their hair strands fall off. 

Other “changes” that happen to their pooches are a loss of appetite and failing eyesight. But 

what if there exists a disease that displays these very symptoms and other signs that are very 

similar to that of an aging dog? This disorder would be passed off as natural, and would be 

left to worsen and go on without proper medical attention.  

 

Unluckily for us, it does exist – it's known as Cushing's Disease, a disorder that happens to 

the pooch's adrenal gland. What makes it so lethal is its ability to “kill you softly”. An 

ailment that's very hard to detect indeed, and worse is that it strikes gradually during the pet's 

prime and onwards. Other symptoms of Cushings Disease includes a sagging belly. This is 

also to be confused with being bloated, but its main cause is the weakness of muscles. The 

abdominal muscles have become soft, losing their capability to hold up the stomach. This is 

also what causes lethargy in your pet; also known as being lazier than usual.  

 

It doesn't happen instantly though; again taking place through a gradual process. Take 

walking for example – at first it would be able to walk 5 miles a day, then in a few months or 

even weeks it would walk 4 miles. As times passes it wouldn't even be walking at all, and 

probably would get out of bed sluggishly. Skin problems will also appear – a dog that with 

this disorder will also have thinner skin, making it more susceptible to contracting infections. 

Behavioral problems would happen; if your pet used to go outside to take a dump or unload 

pee, it wouldn't anymore.  

 

Many owners fail to see this as a life threatening disease and fail to go to their veterinarians 

for professional consultation and a check-up. If the Cushing's Disease is left untreated, there'll 

be a rise of many more life endangering diseases, such as kidney failure, heart disease, 

diabetes, and more serious forms of eye and ear conditions - this would eventually cause the 

death of your pet. The best way to deal with the disorder is to have semi-annual check-ups; 

Cushing's Disease can be detected through blood tests. There are drugs available that can help 

alleviate its condition – a series of medications will be needed that'll help the adrenal gland 

function properly, as well as one that will balance the chemicals of its brain, improving its 

behavior.  

 

Surgery may also be needed for the removal of any tumors inside the gland. It's said there is 

no cure for the root ailment; the information stated above is only for dealing with secondary 

diseases and somewhat regressing the disorder. This may be pricey, but it's the best way to 

lessen the burden your pooch is bearing.  

 

About The Author  

The author of this article, Alex De La Cruz, is a Dog Expert who has been successful for 

many years. Because most people think that Arthritis is a humans-only disease Alex now 

informs dog owners with his http://www.dog-arthritis-guide.com Ebook on how to discover 

this disease and let their dogs live as pain-free as possible.  



 

The author invites you to visit: 
http://www.doggyweb.info 

 

 


